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Abstract : 
 
In order to develop the knowledge base necessary to design deep sea pressure vessels it is essential to 
understand the full chain from design and manufacturing through NDT and characterization to long term 
behavior under hydrostatic pressure. This paper describes results from European and national research 
programs focusing on the use of composites for underwater applications over the last 20 years. Initial 
tests on small glass/epoxy cylinders were followed by large demonstration projects on carbon/epoxy 
cylinders with implosion pressures of up to 600 bar, corresponding to 6000 meter depth. Numerical 
modeling has enabled end closures design to be optimized for test performance. Thin and thick wall 
cylinders have been tested under quasi-static, and long term loading. Both thermosetting and 
thermoplastic matrix composites have been tested to failure, and the influence of defects and impact 
damage on implosion pressure has been studied. These deep sea exploitation and exploration studies 
were performed for oceanographic, military and offshore applications, and extensive data are available. 
The aim of this paper is to indicate existing results, particularly from European projects, in order to avoid 
costly repetition. 
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been studied. These deep sea exploitation and exploration studies were performed for oceanographic, 

military and offshore applications, and extensive data are available. The aim of this paper is to indicate 

existing results, particularly from European projects, in order to avoid costly repetition.

 

INTRODUCTION 

Composite materials offer great potential for underwater applications. This 

potential has been recognized for many years [1], and external hydrostatic pressure 

tests on small cylinders were reported 50 years ago by Hom and Couch [2]. Smith and 

colleagues in the UK [3], and Stachiw and colleagues in the USA [4] then described 

various studies on glass and carbon reinforced cylinders. Bigourdan et al [5] also 

reported results from implosion tests performed at Ifremer in the late 1980’s. These 

were followed by extensive testing in France (Figure 1), both in special pressure 

chambers and at sea, and the development of specific modeling capabilities. The first 

applications were for electronic housings for oceanographic exploration, then interest 

moved to underwater vehicles such as AUVs (Autonomous Underwater Vehicles). Today 

the use of composites is being studied for the offshore industry, as deeper exploitation 

(down to 4000 meters depth in the near future) demands lighter structures which have 

given a new impetus to the use of composite materials. 

In order to avoid a long list of all the programs which have been carried out on 

the topic of the use of composite for underwater applications, this paper focuses on 

some of the key problems which have been addressed during these studies. This is not 

strictly a chronological list, but shows the progress which has been made towards 
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development of large, complex underwater structures, and provides a view of the 

current state of the art on deep sea composite pressure vessels. 

 

MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

For many applications, filament winding of cylinders is the preferred 

manufacturing process. Special efforts have therefore been focused on the 

determination of the mechanical properties of filament wound materials. The loading 

conditions and the expected failure mode of the structure (buckling for thin wall tubes, 

biaxaial compression material failure for thick walls) make the determination of the 

compression behavior the priority, and the first step is to characterize the elastic 

behavior of the material. These values are needed for modeling and design and can be 

used to give a first indication of buckling behavior. Both the curvature and thickness of 

these cylindrical structures make the use of standard tests difficult, and so an inter-

comparison of results from different types of test has been performed. 

Table 1 presents examples of results from tests on a glass/epoxy cylinder (25 mm 

thick, wound at ± 55° to the cylinder long axis), using different experimental methods. 

These include ultrasonic wave speed measurements, modal vibration analysis of rings, 

and model predictions: 

- Ultrasonic wave speed analysis: this involves measurement of the speed 

of ultrasonic waves of different polarization (compression and shear) directly on thick 

coupons of material taken from the structure, then using an inverse method to access 
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the 9 anisotropic elastic parameters of the material. This method has been developed in 

some detail by Hosten and colleagues, and is detailed in [6]. 

- Vibration analysis [7]: this consists of measuring the modal frequencies of 

a ring taken from the structure (in plane, out of plane, and extension mode-shapes), 

then using an optimization method to determine five independent elastic moduli of the 

material. 

The values from these two methods were compared with results from micro-

mechanics models based on the homogenization method [5]. The results in Table 1 

underline the difficulty in establishing reliable material properties, even the elastic 

constants, needed to simulate the behavior of thick composite cylinders.  

When compression strengths are required the situation is even more complex. 

An international standard for compression testing now exists [8], but it includes various 

test options for simple specimen geometries of unidirectional composite. Several 

authors have discussed the difficulties associated with compression testing, e.g. [9-11], 

but the additional constraints in ensuring fiber and specimen alignment for specimens 

produced by filament winding, a process which tends to produce asymmetry through 

the specimen thickness, are considerable. An alternative, but rather expensive, 

approach is to test instrumented cylinders directly under external pressure and use 

results to back out compression behavior. This can provide reliable elastic constants, but 

the quality of strength data is then strongly dependent on test conditions and 

particularly end closures, as will be shown below. Unfortunately there is also little 

agreement on failure criteria in the compression-compression quadrant of the 
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hoop/axial stress diagram as illustrated by the Worldwide Failure Exercise [12]. In the 

latter the same input data were supplied to different groups which used their failure 

criteria to estimate failure under a range of combined stress loading cases. Predictions 

were compared with experimental data for a ±55° glass/epoxy cylinders. For the 

external pressure case all the predictions underestimated failure, in some cases by 50% 

[13]. 

Another aspect of the development of reliable failure predictions, which was 

unknown when these programs started, is the influence of hydrostatic pressure on 

material properties. Studies of this type require special test fixtures, enabling direct 

mechanical property measurements to be made while specimens are subjected to 

pressures up to at least 600 bars. Various authors have examined this problem over the 

last 30 years [14,15], in particular at Rutgers University [16,17], within the ONR (Office 

of Naval Research) Solid Mechanics program among others, and Hoppel et al provided a 

review of published data [18]. The general conclusion has been that at the pressures of 

interest in-plane composite strengths may drop due to a loss in matrix toughness. More 

recently there have been additional studies on the influence of pressure on both 

interlaminar fracture properties and adhesive behavior [19,20]. These are both polymer 

dominated and are sensitive to pressure. 

 

NDT CONTROL 

Manufacturing of thick composite materials, in particular with carbon fiber 

reinforcement, has to be strictly controlled in order to verify that internal defects due to 
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thermo-chemical reactions and internal stresses are not present. A NDT method based 

on the ultrasonic technique has been developed, which uses a 2 MHz focused sensor. 

Many filament wound carbon and glass reinforced epoxy cylinders up to 60 mm wall 

thickness have been inspected over the last 30 years at Ifremer, and defects such as 

delaminations can be clearly identified (Figure 2). The principle of the method is to 

immerse the cylinder in water on a turn-table and to follow the amplitude level of the 

signal reflected by a perfect reflector (metallic plate) placed inside the tube. This 

method has been calibrated in several European projects with structures having artificial 

internal defects, and attenuation levels up to 30 dB have been related to delaminations. 

 

END CLOSURES 

Once the cylinder has been manufactured, end closures are required in order to 

test it. This is also an operational requirement in the design of instrumentation 

containers (generally cylindrical tubes) in order to withstand deep sea hydrostatic 

pressure. 

Different solutions can be used such as: 

- flat plates with direct contact with the tube ends, 

- flat inner-stepped closures with direct contact on the inner periphery of 

the tube, 

- metallic domes with watertight rings bonded to the tube ends, 

- composite domes. 
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Blake and Starbuck described a method to design end closures to limit bending 

and shear discontinuities [21]. They recommended a linear taper rather than a constant 

radius, as it provides constant stresses at increasing pressure. To illustrate the 

importance of end closure design, two flat plate solutions were modeled numerically 

[22] then tested. The FE mesh configuration is shown in Figure 3.  Significant gains in 

collapse pressure, up to 25 %, have been obtained simply by changing the end closure 

geometry (Table 2), and these can be reasonably well predicted. 

For bigger structures hemispheric domes have been designed and tested in 

several projects. Buckling of metallic domes has been extensively studied since early 

work by Galletly and colleagues [23], who have also studied composite domes [24]. A 

set of composite domes (epoxy resin, carbon fiber), manufactured by RTM (resin 

transfer molding) has been tested recently [25], (Figure 4), and these provide a 

significant improvement in the design and manufacturing of closures for such 

structures. 

 

MANUFACTURING AND TESTING OF LARGE CYLINDRICAL STRUCTURES 

The scale of deep sea structures for offshore applications is significantly larger 

than many of the oceanographic applications and a significant effort has been directed 

towards ensuring that large structures can be designed, manufactured and tested. One 

of the results of this effort has been the manufacture of several 1.25 meter long, 

carbon/epoxy cylinders of thickness up to 40 mm thick and 500 mm inner diameter. 

These were produced by wet filament winding, within European projects, and 
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subsequently fully instrumented with up to 120 strain gauges before testing to failure in 

the Ifremer pressure vessels, (Figure 5). The 40mm thick-walled cylinder shown 

imploded by mode 2 buckling (hoop buckling with 2 nodes) at 610 bars pressure [26]. 

Figure 6 shows an example of the hoop strain recordings from gauges at mid-length 

during this implosion test, which clearly indicate the change in geometry as buckling 

occurs. Recent developments in fast image correlation and special pressure vessels with 

view-glasses are allowing much more detailed analyses of the mechanisms leading to 

failure [27-29]. The pressure pulse generated by the implosion of composite cylinders 

can be detrimental to neighboring structures. The energy released from this implosion 

pulse can be modified beneficially by using coatings like polyurea [30].  Underwater 

composite cylinders can also be subjected to shock loadings and their response to such 

extreme events is barely understood. A recent paper discussed the collapse of carbon 

composite cylinders to underwater shock loadings [31].  

Larger scale test facilities equipped with data recording during pressure tests are 

very rare in Europe, so demonstration projects on structures larger than 1 meter 

diameter and 2 meters long may be easier to perform directly at sea.  

 

LONG TERM BEHAVIOR 

In order to verify the long term integrity of composite cylinders a number of 

creep and cyclic loading tests have been performed. The first tests were performed in 

pressure vessels but later cylinders were instrumented with data loggers and placed at 

sea, at depths down to 2500 meters for up to one year, Figure 7 [22]. The data 
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recovered, such as that shown in Figure 7 for 140 days at sea, enable shorter term 

qualification tests in pressure vessels to be validated. 

A second aspect of long term behavior is the response of the material to the 

marine environment. Results from a number of studies of the wet aging of composite 

tubes have suggested that when the matrix has been correctly chosen and provided the 

manufacturing procedure is correct the effect of wet aging on the properties of thick 

composite cylinders is a secondary effect [32,33]. Questions have also been asked about 

the influence of hydrostatic pressure on water diffusion and aging. Several recent 

studies have clearly shown that while voids may be filled more quickly with water at 

high pressures the aging process is not significantly affected [34].  

 

DEFECT TOLERANCE AND INTERNAL STRESSES 

There are several types of defect which can appear in composite cylinders. The 

first is geometrical imperfections which are created during fabrication. The influence of 

these on buckling behavior has been extensively studied [35,36]. Messager has shown 

that stacking sequence can be optimized with respect to buckling [37], while Hernandez 

et al. have examined the influence of winding pattern geometry [38]. A second type of 

defect is delaminations. An example of delaminations revealed by NDT techniques is 

shown in Figure 2. Such defects can significantly affect cylinder integrity and extensive 

studies have been performed to characterize their propagation under different types of 

loading [39,40]. A third type of defect is damage introduced during service. Impact 

damage is particularly critical and may result in multiple delaminations such as those 
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shown in Figure 8. Several studies performed in this area in recent years have evaluated 

impact damage mechanisms in tubes [41,42] and then quantified the influence of that 

damage on implosion resistance, e.g. [43]. Figure 9 shows one example of the 

correlation between impact damage, quantified by ultrasonic inspection, and residual 

implosion strength. 

Finally, another form of defect, linked to fabrication, is internal residual stresses. 

These are more difficult to quantify but recent work using strain gauged specimens and 

liberating internal stresses by machining has shown that they may be significant and 

should not be ignored [44]. 

 

STUDIES OF LARGE CYLINDRICAL OFFSHORE STRUCTURES 

Over the last 10 years, several studies have been performed to examine the 

potential of large scale filament wound structures for offshore application. One example 

will be described briefly here, which concerns subsea oil separation systems, Figure 10. 

These are large reservoirs placed on the sea floor, in which oil is separated from gas, 

sand and water. The SEPCOMP project (subsea oil SEParation with COMPosite materials) 

led by Doris Engineering focused on four points: 

- the hull of the horizontal gravity separator (30 m3) made of a sandwich 

cylinder (skins: carbon filament winding, core: foam) and two hemispheric end closures 

(RTM, carbon fibres); 

- the composite pipes of the module; 

- the support frame of the module made of composite beams; 
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- the protection cover of the installation made of sandwich plates. 

Two different water depths were considered (1500 and 3000m). The expected 

benefits of composites compared to steel for this application are: 

- lower costs of deployment, mainly due to the reduction of the module 

weight; 

- lower costs of maintenance, mainly due to the reduction of corrosion 

problems; 

- new design possibilities in the water depths envisaged; 

- standardization of a number of structural parts. 

Figure 11 shows FE models of the separator tank. Figure 12 shows the overall 

cost savings for 1500 m depth for the composite design compared to a metallic 

structure [45]. Manufacturing and installation costs are 30% lower for the composite 

separator. The calculations also showed that a composite separator designed for a 3000 

meter immersion using the same options as those presented above has the weight of a 

metallic tank designed for 1500 meter water depth. These are very promising 

applications for composites, which become more attractive as water depth increases.  

 

NEW MATERIALS 

The examples described above have been based on “traditional” glass/epoxy and 

carbon/epoxy materials, but there is considerable current interest in thermoplastic 

matrix composites for large marine structures. Thermoplastics offer advantages such as 

avoiding pot-lifetime problems (local melting and compaction is used to form the 
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material) so that large structures can be manufactured with fewer constraints, improved 

damage tolerance and the possibility of repair by local heating. High performance matrix 

polymers such as PEEK (poly-ether-ether-ketone) also show excellent high temperature 

properties, which may be critical in subsea structures where oil temperature can exceed 

100°C. These materials have been addressed in a several recent studies [46-48] and are 

the subject of ongoing developments. One aspect which caused early problems was 

fiber waviness, which resulted in low compression strengths [49-51]. This has been 

studied in some detail and results from tests on small tubes indicate that implosion 

pressures similar to those of carbon/epoxy can be achieved [48]. Other lower cost 

matrix polymers such as polyamides may also be of interest in carbon fiber reinforced 

composites provided the influence of moisture can be accounted for [52]. 

 

HYBRID STEEL-COMPOSITE STRUCTURES 

In order to promote the use of composite materials for deep offshore 

applications, one intermediate approach is to introduce them in hybrid structures in 

combination with more familiar steel parts. In a recent development project composite 

tubes have been manufactured and tested to examine the behavior of such structures 

under hydrostatic pressure [53]. The objective was to use a composite material layer to 

increase the safety factor of a metallic tube, in order to reach a satisfactory safety limit 

and to significantly reduce the weight of the overall structure. However, the interest of 

such structures under hydrostatic compression was not clearly demonstrated in the 

project, and an unexpected failure mode has been observed (Figure 13). Post-collapse 
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FE modeling has predicted the buckling mode of the structure but at this time the 

collapse pressure cannot be predicted accurately (Figure 14).  

In parallel with this study, the use of Fiber Bragg Grating sensors to monitor deep 

underwater structures has been investigated [54]. The possibility to use embedded 

sensors has been verified, and a modified interface has been developed. However, 

taking into account the severe loss of signal due to pressure increase, without any 

additional precautions the use of embedded sensors has to be limited to a pressure 

lower than 300 bar (3000 meters). More work is needed on in-situ instrumentation for 

deep sea applications. 

 

FURTHER STUDIES 

In spite of the extensive research which has been performed on composite 

cylinders for deep sea applications over the last 50 years, there are some points which 

still need to be addressed. These include the optimization of material selection for high 

temperature applications (e.g deep offshore oil and gas components), the design of cut-

outs and inserts, and the modeling and manufacture of large thick sandwich structures. 

The potential of thermoplastic matrix composites has not been exploited yet but should 

provide cost-effective solutions in the near future. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper gives a brief overview of some of the subjects which have been 

addressed in projects performed in Europe with a large number of collaborating 
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organizations over the last 30 years. The development of composite containers for 

oceanographic applications down to 6000 meters depth has enabled considerable 

experience to be gained. Tools and technology have been developed which are now 

being applied to the use of composite materials for deep sea offshore oil & gas 

applications. Awareness of the existence of these results and the more detailed 

descriptions provided in the references, may help with other developments and avoid 

costly repetition. 
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Figure Captions List 

 

Fig. 1 Examples of composite cylinders before and after test. 

Fig. 2 Ultrasonic C-scan inspection map of thick (50mm) 175mm inner diameter 

carbon/epoxy filament wound cylinder. Vertical dimension is cylinder 

length (300mm). Delaminations in blue. 

Fig. 3 FE models of cylinder end closure contact (Left image: contact on end, 

right image: end and inner wall contacts). 

Fig. 4 500mm inner diameter carbon/epoxy cylinder with composite dome in 

pressure vessel before implosion test. 

Fig. 5 40 mm thick carbon/epoxy composite cylinder before implosion test.   

Fig. 6 

 

Fig. 7 

 

 

Fig. 8 

Fig. 9 

 

Fig. 10  

 

Example of inner wall mid-length strain recordings during implosion test 

showing mode 2 buckling.  

Instrumented glass/epoxy cylinders for long term immersion tests at 

2500 meter depth, and example of inner wall mid-length strains versus 

immersion time. 

Impact damage in carbon/epoxy cylinder wall. 

Influence of impact damage on implosion pressure, glass/epoxy 

cylinders. 

General view of SEPCOMP subsea oil separation system, designed by 

Doris Engineering. 
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Fig. 11 

Fig. 12 

Fig. 13 

 

Fig. 14. 

FE analysis of SEPCOMP cylinder 

Composite versus metal design, SEPCOMP 

Collapse failure mode of steel/composite hybrid cylinder under 

hydrostatic pressure. 

Post-test FE analysis of hybrid tube collapse. 
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Table Caption List 
 

Table 1 Comparison of glass/epoxy mechanical properties determined using 

different methods (t: tangential, r: radial, a: axial) 

Table 2 Collapse pressure (bar) for different types of end closure.  
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Material 

 

Ultrasonic 

wave 

speed 

Vibration 

analysis 

Mechanical 

test 

Model 

 

Et (MPa) 33250 29100 27700 25330 

Er (MPa) 20500  18960 15470 

Ea 

(MPa) 

22140 18520 17410 14040 

rt 0.121  0.139 0.128 

ar 0.320  0.275 0.256 

at 0.277  0.460 0.627 

Gar 

(MPa) 

7000 7500  5360 

Gat 

(MPa) 

11960 12200  12700 

Gtr 

(MPa) 

7780 7600  5340 

 

 

 

TABLE 1: COMPARISON OF GLASS/EPOXY MECHANICAL PROPERTIES FROM 
DIFFERENT TEST METHODS (t tangential, r radial, a axial) 
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 Contact on 

end 

Contact on inner 

periphery 

FE linear 477 598 

FE Non 

linear 

340 440 

Test result 345 436 

 

TABLE 2: COLLAPSE PRESSURE (BAR) WITH DIFFERENT TYPES OF END CLOSURE. 
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FIGURE 1. – EXAMPLES OF COMPOSITE CYLINDERS BEFORE AND AFTER TEST 
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FIGURE 2. - ULTRASONIC C-SCAN INSPECTION MAP OF THICK (50 mm) CARBON 
FIBRE/EPOXY FILAMENT WOUND CYLINDER. VERTICAL DIMENSION IS CYLINDER 
LENGTH (300mm). DELAMINATIONS IN BLUE. 
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FIGURE 3. FE MODELS OF CYLINDER END CLOSURE CONTACT FOR TWO DESIGNS 
(LEFT IMAGE: CONTACT ON CYLINDER END, RIGHT IMAGE: END AND INNER WALL 
CONTACTS).  
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FIGURE 4: 500 MM INNER DIAMETER CARBON/EPOXY CYLINDER WITH COMPOSITE 
DOME IN PRESSURE VESSEL BEFORE IMPLOSION TEST. 
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FIGURE 5: 40MM THICK COMPOSITE CYLINDER BEFORE IMPLOSION TEST. 
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FIGURE 6: EXAMPLE OF INNER WALL MID-LENGTH STRAIN RECORDINGS DURING 
IMPLOSION TEST SHOWING MODE 2 BUCKLING. 
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FIGURE 7: INSTRUMENTED GLASS/EPOXY CYLINDERS FOR LONG TERM TESTS AT 2500 
METER DEPTH AND EXAMPLE OF INNER WALL MID-LENGTH STRAIN DATA VERSUS 
IMMERSION TIME. 
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FIGURE 8: IMPACT DAMAGE IN CARBON/EPOXY CYLINDER WALL. 
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FIGURE 9: INFLUENCE OF IMPACT DAMAGE ON IMPLOSION PRESSURE, GLASS/EPOXY 
CYLINDERS 
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FIGURE 10: GENERAL VIEW OF SEPCOMP SUBSEA OIL SEPARATION SYSTEM 
DESIGNED BY DORIS ENGINEERING. 
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FIGURE 11. FE ANALYSIS OF SEPCOMP CYLINDER. 
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FIGURE 12: COMPOSITE VERSUS METALLIC DESIGN, SEPCOMP 
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FIGURE 13: COLLAPSE BUCKLING MODE OF HYBRID STEEL-COMPOSITE TUBE UNDER 
HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE. 
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FIGURE 14: POST TEST FE ANALYSIS OF HYBRID TUBE COLLAPSE. 
 

 




